We report the first realization of a stable, room-temperature, green-pumped cw OPO using fan-out-grating MgO:sPPLT, providing rapid, continuous and wide-tuning across 734-1929nm, 2.2W of output-power, frequency-stability of 518MHz (2mins.) and linewidth of 6.9MHz, in good-beam-quality. Rapidly tunable continuous-wave (cw) optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are of great interest for diverse range of applications from spectroscopy and trace gas sensing to biomedicine [1] . In the cw regime, owing to the small parametric gain available under low pump intensities, practical operation of OPOs relies almost exclusively on quasi-phase-matched (QPM) nonlinear materials [2] . Moreover, for the generation of wavelengths below ~1.4 m, where green pumping is required, MgO:sPPLT has proved to be the most viable QPM material due to its large resistance to photorefractive damage, relatively high optical nonlinearity (d eff >10 pm/V), and large thermal conductivity (8.4 W/m-K), enabling the generation of multi-Watt optical powers across 848-1427 nm spectral range [3] . For rapid wavelength tuning, the use of crystals with fan-out grating design at a fixed temperature has been a potential approach, as it is a fast process compared to temperature tuning and can be implemented at room temperature. This technique has already been successfully deployed in cw OPOs using MgO:PPLN [4]. However, for direct pumping in the green, where short grating periods of ≲10 m are necessary, there have been significant challenges in QPM fabrication technology, and in the case of MgO:sPPLT the challenges are compounded by the growth and fabrication of the stoichiometric material itself. As such, in all earlier reports on near-infrared (IR) cw green-pumped OPOs, wavelength tunability have been achieved by varying the temperature of the nonlinear crystal [3] . Moreover, due to the photorefractive damage issues under cw pumping, operation of widely tunable greenpumped cw OPOs at room temperature, avoiding instabilities due to temperature fluctuations, has remained challenging. Here, we report what is to our knowledge the first rapidly and widely tunable green-pumped cw OPO operating at room temperature using fan-out grating MgO:sPPLT. The pump source for the OPO is a cw green laser, delivering up to 10 W of output power at 532 nm in a singlefrequency, linearly polarized beam with M 2 <1.1. The nonlinear crystal used is 29-mm-long, 31-mm-wide and 0.8-mm-thick MgO:sPPLT with fan-out grating (=7.8-9.5 m) design, housed in an oven with a stability of ±0.1 °C, adjustable from room temperature to 200 °C. The schematic as well as a laboratory photo of the crystal are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) , respectively. The crystal is mounted on linear stage with resolution of 10 m to enable its rapid and continuous translation for fine grating tuning across its width in the ±y direction. The end faces of the crystal are 
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antireflection-coated at 532 nm (R<2%), 700-1050 nm (R<0.5%), and 1050-2200 nm (R<15%). The OPO is configured in a compact ring cavity comprising two concave mirrors (r=-100 mm), and two plane mirrors. All mirrors are highly reflecting (R>99.8%) for the signal (620-1030 nm) and highly transmitting (T>97%) for the idler (1078-3550 nm) and pump, ensuring singly-resonant signal oscillation. Using a lens of focal length, f=150 mm, the pump beam is focused to waist radius of w p~3 6 m, while the design of the OPO resonator results in a signal waist radius of w s~5 6 μm at the center of the MgO:sPPLT crystal. A dichroic mirror is used to separate the idler from the transmitted pump. We initially measured the generated output wavelength as a function of crystal position across its width by keeping the crystal temperature, T QPM , fixed at room temperature and at 200 ºC, while varying the grating period by translating the crystal in y-direction. As seen in Fig. 1(c) , at room temperature, the signal and the corresponding idler are tunable across 734-1033 nm and 1097-1929 nm, respectively, while at 200 ºC the two wavelengths are tunable over 712-867 nm and 1376-2100 nm, respectively. The inset of Fig. 1(c) shows the corresponding grating periods theoretically calculated using relevant Sellmeier equations [5] . As evident, for a crystal translation over 26 mm out of its full width, the grating period varies from 8.04 m to 9.5 m. Figure 1(d) and 1(e) show the generated maximum idler power and the corresponding pump depletion measured across the idler tuning range at room temperature and at T QPM =200 ºC, respectively. As seen, at room temperature, the OPO could provide >120 mW of idler power and > 20% of pump depletion across the entire idler tuning range (1097-1929 nm). Keeping the crystal position fixed, with a corresponding grating period of 8.04 m at room temperature, we then performed power scaling measurements, with the results shown in Fig. 2(a) , where an idler power of 2.2 W for 9 W of pump power was achieved. The pump depletion reaches a maximum of 71%. The corresponding signal spectrum at 1033 nm for 2.6 W of pump power is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) . The passive power stability of the generated idler at 1110 nm for 6.8 W of pump power recorded at room temperature under free-running conditions is better than 1% and 2.4% rms over 30 minutes and >3 hours, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) . We have not observed any degradation in the beam quality or damage to the crystal over long-term operation. Figure 2(d) shows the transmission spectrum of the signal output at 837 nm, where an instantaneous linewidth of 6.9 MHz was measured, confirming single-frequency operation. We also determined the passive frequency stability of the OPO by recording the signal wavelength as a function of time under free-running conditions, where the signal output was found to exhibit a peak-to-peak frequency deviation, ~518 MHz over ~2 minutes measured at a central wavelength of 837.09514 nm.
In conclusion, we have reported what we believe to be the first green-pumped cw OPO capable of wide, continuous and rapid tuning at room-temperature using the newly developed fan-out grating MgO:sPPLT, providing high-power, single-frequency cw radiation across a wide spectral range in the near-IR. Further detailed characterization of the OPO with regard to signal output power across the tuning range, crystal quality, thermal effects, spatial quality, beam pointing stability, and system performance across the grating period at room temperature and at high pump powers have been performed and will be presented.
